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By James R. Benn : Blood Alone (A Billy Boyle WWII Mystery)  if you re young enough this tale of a man eating 
plant might scare you if you re old enough it ll make you laugh little shop of horrors is the insane story of looking for 
information about charles charlie smith then a corporal attached to the 24th engineers company d who were stationed 
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in regensburg germany in 1945 Blood Alone (A Billy Boyle WWII Mystery): 

1 of 1 review helpful Action filled By Luisa The reader can not sit down and relax for a moment The book is definitely 
action packed that gives some insight into the horrors of war and compromises that are required Research has aided 
the author in setting a nearly authentic structure It is definitely fiction that develops characters who could possibly 
have been there There continues to be a growth in the main char With a case of amnesia will Billy remember who he is 
and what is his mission before more people are killed Billy Boyle has been landed in Sicily in advance of the main 
Allied invasion forces But when he awakens in a field hospital after suffering a concussion he has amnesia He doesn t 
know who he is or where he is much less what his mission is His only clue is that he possesses a yellow silk 
handkerchief embroidered with the initial L and a l From Publishers Weekly Characterization and atmosphere carry 
Benn s third WWII mystery after 2007 s The First Wave a convincing blend of fact and fiction As part of the Allied 
invasion of Sicily in 1943 Billy Boyle a freewheeling Boston cop in civil 
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